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ABSTRACT 

Complete catalytic oxidation (combustion) is an efficient process for abatement of VOC 
emissions, typically employing noble metal-based catalysts. These catalysts are high-cost and 
require the use of scarce metals making the utilisation of transition metal oxides (TMOs) an 
attractive alternative [1]. TMOs such as Co, Mn, Cr and Cu oxides have been found to be effective 
catalysts for complete hydrocarbon oxidation [2,3]. It is widely accepted that the preparation 
method influences the structural characteristics, such as morphology, specific surface area (SSA), 
and crystallite size of metal-oxide catalysts. In general, a limited number of studies on the effect of 
SSA and crystallite size of metal oxide catalysts on their intrinsic activity in VOC oxidation have been 
carried out so far. The current work examines the effect of SSA variation of Mn2O3 catalysts on their 
performance in catalytic oxidation of propylene (C3H6). Catalysts with varying surface area were 
produced by appropriate selection of activation conditions (mainly activation temperature) and, in 
addition, employment of commercially available samples. The physicochemical characterization of 
Mn2O3 catalysts was carried out using N2-physisorption, Raman spectroscopy, X-Ray Photoelectron 
Spectroscopy (XPS), Powder X-Ray Diffraction (PXRD) and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). 
Catalytic performance was evaluated in complete oxidation of propylene. The employed catalysts 
oxidize propylene fully to CO2 and H2O without formation of any partial oxidation organic 
byproducts at all conversion levels.  

The examined Mn2O3 catalysts had a varying average crystallite size in the range of 35 - 80 
nm and SSA in the range of 3.5 - 28.6 m2 g-1. XPS spectra did not show significant differences in the 
Oads/Olat and Mn3+/Mn4+ surface ratios among catalysts. The catalytic performance studies showed 
that the specific activity increases with increase of SSA. Additional kinetic studies were carried out 
to determine the kinetic parameters of propylene oxidation based on a Mars-van Krevelen redox 
kinetic model and explore their dependence on the SSA of the catalyst. 
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